Abstract: Pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) positioning algorithms can be used to obtain a target's location only for movement with step features and not for driving, for which the trilateral Bluetooth indoor positioning method can be used. In this study, to obtain the precise locations of different states (pedestrian/car) using the corresponding positioning algorithms, we propose an adaptive method for switching between the PDR and car indoor positioning algorithms based on multilayer time sequences (MTSs). MTSs, which consider the behavior context, comprise two main aspects: filtering of noisy data in small-scale time sequences and using a state chain to reduce the time delay of algorithm switching in large-scale time sequences. The proposed method can be expected to realize the recognition of stationary, walking, driving, or other states; switch to the correct indoor positioning algorithm; and improve the accuracy of localization compared to using a single positioning algorithm. Our experiments show that the recognition of static, walking, driving, and other states improves by 5.5%, 45.47%, 26.23%, and 21% on average, respectively, compared with convolutional neural network (CNN) method. The time delay decreases by approximately 0.5-8.5 s for the transition between states and by approximately 24 s for the entire process.
Introduction
In recent years, the importance of mobile devices, particularly smartphones, has increased for indoor positioning. The widespread use of these devices enables location-based services (LBSs) to be easily made available [1] for every user. Moreover, this makes indoor positioning and navigation more realizable. Accurate user localization, which is regarded as an essential component of LBSs, can be provided using the embedded sensors and modules of smartphones [1] . The inner sensors of mobile phones are used widely to assist with localization in indoor parking, as they overcome the problem of weak signals in indoor environments and provide a convenient method for users to park. Numerous indoor positioning methods are being developed for use inside covered structures. Wi-Fi, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, Ultra Wideband (UWB), pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR), and a few other technologies are widely used on the basis of existing deployment environments or different targets [2] . Current indoor positioning approaches are already quite mature owing to these technologies.
(a) All these approaches are based on single-state identification (monomer identification), for which the accuracy is high. However, under natural conditions, there are numerous complex and diverse continuous states, which should be recognized precisely. Therefore, in this case, CNN recognition cannot satisfy the requirements of preciseness, even though it can achieve high-accuracy results for a single state. (b) Under natural conditions, there is a large amount of noisy data because certain correct states can be recognized as other false states in sophisticated indoor environments. Noisy data must be removed on the basis of recognition. (c) The methods that use CNNs utilize the accelerometer data in the sensors embedded in smartphones and neglect the features of moving targets [33] [34] [35] . This leads to failure in differentiating between similar states. For example, the stationary state and the driving state with a constant speed are difficult to recognize if the data from sensors are used. However, these states are significantly different in terms of the movement velocity, which can be obtained from an indoor positioning scene based on the features of moving objects. Therefore, we require the movement features of targets in indoor positioning environments to assist with the switching of algorithms during recognition. Figure 1 shows that there is a large amount of noisy data when the CNN method is used in a natural environment. The states are not easy to distinguish. As it shown, there are two bands: the upper band named CNN accuracy and the lower band called ground accuracy. The ground accuracy is the authentic movement results in natural environment and can be considered as the reference of CNN accuracy results which are based on CNN method. From this figure, we can see that there is a large amount of noisy data. For example, during the 60 s-80 s, the real state of user's movement was "car" (driving), which can be seen in the ground accuracy band. However, when we used CNN method to recognize the current state which should have been shown the color of "car", it generated a lot of some "others" states (yellow color) which we call noisy data.
Sensors 2018, 18, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 23 capacity and encouraging performance in widespread fields. Data are used as the input of learning processes [7] . Recognition results are the output after passing through a trained model. A number of methods can be applied to recognition. Chen and Xue proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) approach for recognition, which can extract features and does not require any domain-specific knowledge about acceleration data [2, 30] . Lee and Yoon proposed a method of constructing a novel activity image for deep CNNs using gyroscope and acceleration signals [31] . The method exhibited better performance than the feature selection method [31] . In addition to the CNN approach, there are other methods such as support vector machines (SVMs), decision trees, Bayesian methods, neural networks, logistic regression, and hidden Markov models [2, 32] . However, most of these methods mainly describe how to use machine learning to recognize a single state such as walking or jogging.
The following challenges still remain:
(a) All these approaches are based on single-state identification (monomer identification), for which the accuracy is high. However, under natural conditions, there are numerous complex and diverse continuous states, which should be recognized precisely. Therefore, in this case, CNN recognition cannot satisfy the requirements of preciseness, even though it can achieve highaccuracy results for a single state. (b) Under natural conditions, there is a large amount of noisy data because certain correct states can be recognized as other false states in sophisticated indoor environments. Noisy data must be removed on the basis of recognition. (c) The methods that use CNNs utilize the accelerometer data in the sensors embedded in smartphones and neglect the features of moving targets [33] [34] [35] . This leads to failure in differentiating between similar states. For example, the stationary state and the driving state with a constant speed are difficult to recognize if the data from sensors are used. However, these states are significantly different in terms of the movement velocity, which can be obtained from an indoor positioning scene based on the features of moving objects. Therefore, we require the movement features of targets in indoor positioning environments to assist with the switching of algorithms during recognition. Figure 1 shows that there is a large amount of noisy data when the CNN method is used in a natural environment. The states are not easy to distinguish. As it shown, there are two bands: the upper band named CNN accuracy and the lower band called ground accuracy. The ground accuracy is the authentic movement results in natural environment and can be considered as the reference of CNN accuracy results which are based on CNN method. From this figure, we can see that there is a large amount of noisy data. For example, during the 60 s-80 s, the real state of user's movement was "car" (driving), which can be seen in the ground accuracy band. However, when we used CNN method to recognize the current state which should have been shown the color of "car", it generated a lot of some "others" states (yellow color) which we call noisy data. To solve these problems, in this paper we propose an adaptive method for switching between indoor positioning algorithms. This method is based on current conventional indoor positioning technology and the sensors embedded in smartphones. We use the data collected from these sensors to obtain the related behavior information to recognize if the current state is the pedestrian or driving To solve these problems, in this paper we propose an adaptive method for switching between indoor positioning algorithms. This method is based on current conventional indoor positioning technology and the sensors embedded in smartphones. We use the data collected from these sensors to obtain the related behavior information to recognize if the current state is the pedestrian or driving state and to switch to the correct algorithm accordingly. By using the algorithm that corresponds to the current state, more accurate positioning can be obtained. Therefore, we mainly aim to recognize the current state of users under indoor localization conditions to realize this method for improving position technology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed adaptive method for switching between positioning algorithms. In Section 3, our results are compared with the results of other methods. Finally, the conclusions and the plans for future work are presented in Section 4.
Methods
To overcome the abovementioned challenges, we propose an adaptive indoor algorithm switching method based on a CNN using four states: static, vehicle, pedestrian, and "other". If a user uses a smartphone, his/her speed under any type of these four states can be obtained. We can get his/her Bluetooth speed by using a Bluetooth indoor positioning method. His/her PDR speed also can be obtained by taking advantage of the accelerometer and gyroscope in the smartphone. For these two kinds of speed, they will show different features in different states. Here, for a static state, both of them should theoretically give a value of 0 or close to 0. However, because the embedded sensors, mainly including accelerometers and gyroscopes, are so sensitive, the PDR speed can be influenced by tiny quivering of targets, even if their positions have not changed. Second, for vehicle states, which we also can call driving or car, we consider it as a vehicle state when the car is driven speeding up or slowing down, but not at constant speed. If car is travelling at a constant speed, a smartphone with embedded sensors as modules placed in the car will detect a stationary state through these sensors. At this time, the real state of the target, namely the smartphone or some other device with embedded sensors, is stationary even though the car is moving. For convenience in our further study, we can classify this state as a stationary state as a first approach, and in the following process, we will decide whether it's really a stationary or an in-car state depending on the velocity. As for the pedestrian state, we consider it as walking. Of course in an indoor environment, people can run or walk faster than a car, so here we include these as walking states for further processing convenience. In addition, it has step detection features, so the PDR and Bluetooth velocity should be similar theoretically and they will be stable around a certain speed when walking, but for other stats, they don't have similar features. Therefore, we can differentiate walking from the others depending on the speed. Fourth, we consider when users shake their phones or some other random vibrations which do not generate any position changes as the "other" states. They can be that phones are put in bags or held in hands with shaking. For example, a user just stands in a spot, shaking his/her phone. In this kind of situation, there is no position change, which means the Bluetooth velocity will be 0 or closed to 0 in theory, but the acceleration values will change dramatically and with no regularity. The entire process is based on the data obtained from the sensors embedded in smartphones and the indoor positioning scene information which are related with users' current state (stationary, in-car, walking, others) by using of PDR and Bluetooth velocity of users with portable smartphones [22, 36] . The CNN method is adopted owing to its superiority for extracting features without any domain-specific knowledge about the acceleration data. In terms of the indoor positioning information, the velocity is different among the states; hence, we utilize Bluetooth positioning results, which are trained by an SVM, to assist users in determining their current state. The main contributions of this method are as follows:
(a) First, a well-known deep learning method is used to train the state data. It extracts features without any domain-specific knowledge about the acceleration data. (b) Second, we propose a multilayer time sequence (MTS) method that combines the positioning information of an indoor environment to improve the accuracy of recognition or to remove noise and switch to the correct algorithm according to the current state. This method can consider the unique features of each state. As shown in Figure 2 , data are obtained from mobile phones and reprocessed in real-time. On the basis of the behavior-trained models developed using the deep learning method, we propose an MTS approach that provides two channels of abstraction. These channels enable users to reach their desired target. First, we describe a smaller scale that uses sliding time plots to remove noisy data according to the priority of the results trained from the sensors and indoor positioning technology. Second, on the basis of the results obtained from the first channel, we present a state chain method in a larger-layer to filter noisy data more extensively and to reduce the time delay when switching to another algorithm. As the final aim of recognition is to switch to the appropriate algorithm, the time delay of switching into the current state should be considered. Therefore, in this section, we first define the state codes and state events to comprehend the method more conveniently. Then, we describe the proposed method in more detail by dividing it into the following three parts: priority strategy, noise filtering with fine granularity (a smaller-scale), and optimization based on a state chain in a higher layer (a larger-scale).
Definition
In this section, we define two terms used to describe the MTS method, i.e., the state codes and state events. The state codes are the results based on two types of training models. The first is expressed as ℎ ; it is obtained from the CNN method using the acceleration of the inner sensors. The second is generated by the positioning information of targets using SVM training; it is referred to as . A state event is a basic component of a series of continuous states; it is expressed in the "end-to-end" form, which contains the states that generate movement at the start and end.
State Codes
We primarily use state codes as processed data to realize the MTS method. They contain the following two parts: the state codes obtained from CNN results and the state codes generated by the SVM in terms of the velocity. In this study, we select four basic human daily behavior modes: stationary, walking, in car, and others. They are represented into , , and , respectively. For the following explanation, we will discuss two different situations using these four states. One is the state that doesn't generate any changes of positioning ( , ), another is that location will change ( , ). Therefore, in order to describe more conveniently, we define these basic modes as number codes as follows: As shown in Figure 2 , data are obtained from mobile phones and reprocessed in real-time. On the basis of the behavior-trained models developed using the deep learning method, we propose an MTS approach that provides two channels of abstraction. These channels enable users to reach their desired target. First, we describe a smaller scale that uses sliding time plots to remove noisy data according to the priority of the results trained from the sensors and indoor positioning technology. Second, on the basis of the results obtained from the first channel, we present a state chain method in a larger-layer to filter noisy data more extensively and to reduce the time delay when switching to another algorithm. As the final aim of recognition is to switch to the appropriate algorithm, the time delay of switching into the current state should be considered. Therefore, in this section, we first define the state codes and state events to comprehend the method more conveniently. Then, we describe the proposed method in more detail by dividing it into the following three parts: priority strategy, noise filtering with fine granularity (a smaller-scale), and optimization based on a state chain in a higher layer (a larger-scale).
Definition
In this section, we define two terms used to describe the MTS method, i.e., the state codes and state events. The state codes are the results based on two types of training models. The first is expressed as harStateCode; it is obtained from the CNN method using the acceleration of the inner sensors. The second is generated by the positioning information of targets using SVM training; it is referred to as svmStateCode. A state event is a basic component of a series of continuous states; it is expressed in the "end-to-end" form, which contains the states that generate movement at the start and end.
State Codes
We primarily use state codes as processed data to realize the MTS method. They contain the following two parts: the state codes obtained from CNN results and the state codes generated by the SVM in terms of the velocity. In this study, we select four basic human daily behavior modes: stationary, walking, in car, and others. They are represented into St, Wa, Ca and Ot, respectively. For the following explanation, we will discuss two different situations using these four states. One is the state that doesn't generate any changes of positioning (St, Ot), another is that location will change (Ca, Wa). Therefore, in order to describe more conveniently, we define these basic modes as number codes as follows:
where MS is a collection of basic modes in which people change their position; it includes Ca (in car) and Wa (walking). SS consists of St (stationary) and Ot (others) without movement. BS is a collection of basic human behavior modes consisting of St, Ca, Wa, and Ot. We use the position indices of the state codes as their values for convenient processing. For example, the state code value of St is 1 because its index is 1. Therefore, Ca is 2, Wa is 3, and Ot is 4. The first part of the state codes is generated from the CNN results. We adopt CNNs to train the acceleration data obtained from sensors. A CNN can extract the feature values from these sensor data automatically, preventing artificial extraction. The use of a CNN approach can be more efficiently and accurately be implemented and reduces human effort. Furthermore, the X/Y/Z acceleration data can be regarded as three channels of images, i.e., the length, width, and height. The data we collect are continuous. Thus, we can utilize a CNN thanks to its advantages to resolve our problem, considering the three-axis data as images to train an appropriate model. We design the CNN with an input layer, two convolutional layers, two max pooling layers, a fully connected layer, and an output layer [3, 24] . On the basis of the trained model, we can obtain a human activity in real-time:
where ω and b denote the weight and bias in the trained CNN model, respectively. We use f cnn to calculate and recognize the current behavior activity, namely, harStateCode. harStateCode should belong to one of the BS collections (stationary, in car, walking, or "other"). The second part of the state codes is generated from the SVM results. We use the PDR velocity, v pdr , and the Bluetooth velocity of an user who takes a portable smartphone in trilateral Bluetooth positioning, v tri . Here, we adopted IBeacon to deploy our experiment environment due to its low power consumption with lower cost. And we also define the velocity of a target in the form (v pdr , v tri ). We employ these two categories because PDR positioning is based on step detection, step-length estimation, and heading estimation. This velocity is closer to the speed of a user when they are walking. The other states (such as the driving state) cannot adapt to this walking situation well, in that the velocities are completely different and the velocity while driving is greater than that during walking. More information about other states can be obtained using a few features of the Bluetooth velocity. For instance, when a user is stationary, his/her velocity is extremely small and close to (0, 0). When a user is walking, because of the accuracy of PDR and the trilateral positioning, the velocity is maintained within a certain range and is lower than the speed of a car. Moreover, these two velocities are considerably close under conditions where the PDR and trilateral positioning results are ensured. PDR cannot be applied precisely to the in-car state owing to the lack of the characteristic steps, however, trilateral Bluetooth positioning provides accurate results in this case. Thus, v pdr does not exhibit regularity, but v tri is comparatively stable and higher. For the other states, v pdr and v tri are messy and have no regularity. This can be used to classify the states. Furthermore, to classify the four states, at least two eigenvalues are required to separate them. According to the trained SVM model, we can obtain the current state as:
where ω * and b * are the weight and bias in the trained SVM model, respectively. We use f svm to calculate and recognize the current behavior activity in terms of the velocity, namely, svmStateCode. svmStateCode should belong to one of the BS collections. The two main state code values (harStateCode and svmStateCode) can be used for further processing to obtain the final state of the target as follows:
where g(harStateCode, svmStateCode) uses (harStateCode, svmStateCode) as the input for the MTS method. f inalStateCode is the final state of the target as the output.
State Event
Targets have flexible motions indoors; they can change their states. Our aim is to recognize the current state of a target and switch to the appropriate algorithm when the positioning of the target changes; that is, the corresponding positioning algorithm can be triggered only when a target's location changes. When a user is in the stationary state, his/her position does not change; thus, there is no need to use a positioning algorithm to update the localization. For the walking state, the algorithm should be switched to PDR positioning in real-time. The trilateral Bluetooth positioning algorithm can be used in the in-car state.
This study considered four behavior states; however, only the walking and in-car states cause a change in localization. Among them, we assume that the target motion state is continuous rather than a variety of simultaneous states. Therefore, we can regard all movements as a combination of these basic states and trigger the corresponding positioning algorithm in the walking or in-car states. Here, we define an end-to-end "state event" as a basic unit that contains the state that leads to a change in the position. For example, for a state segment, the start and end points can be the walking or in-car states, in which a user moves. Between the start and the end, the middle states should be the stationary state or other states; in this case, the target is still at the same location. Figure 3 shows an example in which it is assumed that a user performs certain actions (in-car → stationary → others → in-car → walking → others → in-car → stationary). These types of continuous states can be considered as a combination of a few end-to-end basic events. That is, (in-car, stationary, others, in-car, walking, others, in-car, stationary) can be expressed as <in-car, . . . , in-car>, <in-car, walking>, and <walking, . . . , in-car>. Each component contains the in-car or walking state at the start and end, and the stationary and other states are between them. Targets have flexible motions indoors; they can change their states. Our aim is to recognize the current state of a target and switch to the appropriate algorithm when the positioning of the target changes; that is, the corresponding positioning algorithm can be triggered only when a target's location changes. When a user is in the stationary state, his/her position does not change; thus, there is no need to use a positioning algorithm to update the localization. For the walking state, the algorithm should be switched to PDR positioning in real-time. The trilateral Bluetooth positioning algorithm can be used in the in-car state.
This study considered four behavior states; however, only the walking and in-car states cause a change in localization. Among them, we assume that the target motion state is continuous rather than a variety of simultaneous states. Therefore, we can regard all movements as a combination of these basic states and trigger the corresponding positioning algorithm in the walking or in-car states. Here, we define an end-to-end "state event" as a basic unit that contains the state that leads to a change in the position. For example, for a state segment, the start and end points can be the walking or in-car states, in which a user moves. Between the start and the end, the middle states should be the stationary state or other states; in this case, the target is still at the same location. Figure 3 shows an example in which it is assumed that a user performs certain actions (in-car  stationary  others  in-car  walking  others  in-car  stationary). These types of continuous states can be considered as a combination of a few end-to-end basic events. That is, (in-car, stationary, others, in-car, walking, others, in-car, stationary) can be expressed as <in-car, …, in-car>, <in-car, walking>, and <walking, …, in-car>. Each component contains the in-car or walking state at the start and end, and the stationary and other states are between them. Therefore, we define a state event as follows:
where is a series of continuous movements in a period. It contains end-to-end basic state events, indicated as < ∶ > . In this expression, the start and end points belong to \ , namely, , , but among it there are still several states which belong to . So we use Equation (6) to divide the whole process into several segments shown in the right part whose states are only in the start and end. There are numerous state events; however, there are only a few end-to-end basic state events, as listed in Table 1 . Therefore, we define a state event SE as follows: . In this expression, the start and end points belong to BS\SS, namely, {Ca, Wa}, but among it there are still several states which belong to MS. So we use Equation (6) to divide the whole process into several segments shown in the right part whose MS states are only in the start and end. There are numerous state events; however, there are only a few end-to-end basic state events, as listed in Table 1 . Considering Figure 3 as an example, a state event can be expressed as
Basic State Event
< ∶ > < , > < , > < , >SE = ∪ N i=1SE = ∪ 3 i=1 state i start : state i end i = Ca : Ca 1 ∪ Ca : Wa 2 ∪ Wa : Ca 3 . For Ca : Ca 1 , this is equal to (Ca, St) 1 ∪ (St, Ot) 1 ∪ (Ot, Ca) 1 . Similarly, Ca : Wa 2 = (Ca, Wa) 1 and Wa : Ca 3 = (Wa, Ot) 3 ∪ (Ot, Ca) 3 .
MTS Process Based on Behavior Context
On the basis of the abovementioned definitions, we propose a processing method using MTSs based on the behavior context. The MTS process contains two components. The first is noise filtering in a lower layer with sliding time plots. The second is optimization using the state chain proposed in a higher layer with a given behavior context (harStateCode, svmStateCode) from the first channel to filter more extensively and reduce the time delay. First, we discuss the priority strategy, which contributes to the priority of harStateCode and svmStateCode. In this section, we consider the MTS process based on three aspects: priority strategy, noise filtering with fine granularity, and optimization based on the state chain proposed with a coarse time granularity.
Priority Strategy
According to the abovementioned descriptions of svmStateCode and harStateCode, they are the results of human activity recognition. Given these two types of results, we select one of them as the final behaviors of users, namely, f inalStateCode. These states have their own different characteristics in the aspect of PDR velocity and Bluetooth velocity. For the stationary state, the speed of PDR and Bluetooth is 0 or close to 0. Cars do not have any feature in PDR due to their lack of step features, but have high or low speed. Pedestrians have both. For "other" states, the results of Bluetooth will be close to 0 and they don't have PDR features when shaking or vibrating. Because the accelerometer and gyroscope can detect velocity changes in these conditions, these velocities can be very high at some time, and become slow at other times. A PDR velocity without any regularity will exist. Based on the above, if svmStateCode and harStateCode are inconsistent, we select one of them as the final behavior result or use a process to obtain the result in accordance with the actual movement state of a user based on these features in PDR velocity and Bluetooth velocity in order to preprocess the data and make a forecast. Therefore, on this basis, we propose the priority strategy concept for determining which of the two state codes occupies a larger proportion.
We consider that svmStateCode and harStateCode have the same priority when their values are equal. In the next step, we can use their code values as the final behavior results. However, when the values are not equal, the priorities are determined by the behavior context. That is, if a svmStateCode's characteristic is closer to a certain feature of PDR and Bluetooth velocity than harStateCod, we consider it's more suitable for the current behavior context than harStateCode, then svmStateCode is more preferred than harStateCode. Note that we only consider the priorities as a judgement and do not depend entirely on the priorities in the final state. In the next step of noise filtering and optimization, we use the priorities as a basis for processing in complicated and ambiguous situations.
Noise Filtering with Fine Granularity
When people move, the mobile phones carried by them can detect their behavior in real-time to output a series of svmStateCode and harStateCode results. These results are not exactly the same as the actual movement state. Incorrect state data always exist. Thus, noisy data should be removed to obtain continuous correct data according to the situation. We propose a noise filtering method based on fine granularity.
We generate three continuous time plots based on the proposed approach, each with a fixed width of approximately 3 s. The overlap between two adjacent periods is 1 s. We can use Figure 4 to express the noise filtering method using time plots abstractly. In Figure 4 , we regard each rectangle as states of 1 second. For example, rectangle ABFE contains the harStateCode and svmStateCode for first one second. Rectangle EFGH stands for the states for second one second. These rectangles with the same texture in different time plots are the same one. In other words, the second rectangle of timeplot1 is the first one in timeplot2. The third one of timeplot1 is the second one of timeplot2, etc. Each rectangle with own texture represents corresponding state codes for 1 second. The time interval of each adjacent rectangle (timeplot1 & timeplot2, or timeplot2 & timeplot3) is one second. We mainly process the 1 s time sequence with the maximum overlap, namely rectangle HGCD which exists in all of time plots. Among the figure, rectangle ABGH can be regarded as the a priori behavior context, and rectangle IJKL can be seen as the posterior behavior context. Our method extracts the maximum voting values from each time plot, which means the value exists in current time plot with most frequency in a certain time plot and are represented into rectangle A'B'D'C', E'F'H'G' and I'J'K'L'. Then we use them to obtain the final noise filtering result. Therefore, on the basis of the current context with the a priori context and posteriori context, we can obtain the noise filtering result of the current context, which means the generation of wrong states in real state, just like the description of Figure 1 . We use the majority voting rule based on the a priori context and posterior context. First, we obtain the state codes from and ℎ . If they are equivalent, then the state label is or ℎ ; both have the same priority. Otherwise, we mark the state label as 0, and its priority is determined by the a priori context and posterior context as:
The state codes are placed into time plots as they are obtained. After the time plots are full, we obtain the voting values that appear the most frequently from each time plot. If there is more than Therefore, on the basis of the current context with the a priori context and posteriori context, we can obtain the noise filtering result of the current context, which means the generation of wrong states in real state, just like the description of Figure 1 . We use the majority voting rule based on the a priori context and posterior context. First, we obtain the state codes from svmStateCode and harStateCode. If they are equivalent, then the state label is svmStateCode or harStateCode; both have the same priority. Otherwise, we mark the state label as 0, and its priority is determined by the a priori context and posterior context as:
, svmStateCode, harStateCode ∈ BS.
(7) The state codes are placed into time plots as they are obtained. After the time plots are full, we obtain the voting values that appear the most frequently from each time plot. If there is more than one maximum voting value in a certain time plot, we should consider the a priori context results as the maximum voting values. Then, we use the three maximum voting values obtained from time plots 1-3 to generate the noise filtering result. If these three values are completely different, then we obtain the noise value according to the behavior context, updating the values of the time plots. As shown in Figure 4 , we consider a certain state in BS as an example. For convenience, we only consider a specific state named A, and any other state is referred to as A − . In Figure 5 , the maximum voting values obtained from the corresponding time plots are 1, 2, and 3. We combine these three values with the behavior context to obtain the final noise filtering result. There are four circumstances, as follows. In Figure 5a , the three values are the same; they are the specified state. Thus, the result is the same as the values. In Figure 5b , the three values are A − . In this case, the values may be completely different; thus, the result depends on the behavior context and is temporarily marked as "?". In Figure 5c , there is only one state that does not satisfy state A. This state can be considered as noise data and can be removed. In this case, the results are the same as the majority values. In Figure 5d , only one value satisfies state A, and the remaining values may be different. Therefore, we consider that the noise filtering result should be based on the a priori behavior context and the priorities of svmStateCode and harStateCode. Here, we substitute "?" for the noise filtering results in order to further process which will be used into the flowing part of state chain. As shown in Figure 6 , it's a process flowchart of time plots. 
Optimization Based on a State Chain
On the basis of the given noise filtering results, we propose an optimization method based on a state chain to reduce the time delay of the basic state events. As indicated in Table 1 , these basic state events are < , >, < , >, < , >, and < , >. However, switching to the corresponding positioning algorithm will occur when a user is in < , > or < , >. A few states in < , > or < , > may be stationary or other states, which do not change a user's localization. In addition, and are the same; hence, we do not change the positioning algorithm. We should recognize the current state precisely and reduce the time delay of each different state as accurately as possible to ensure switching to the correct localization algorithm. Therefore, we use a state chain to further filter the noisy data and optimize the time delay for recognition.
We present the concept of a state chain under the condition of coarse time granularity. Considering the relationship between the current-state context and the a priori context/posterior context, we establish a weight , which indicates the consistency between the two state contexts, 
On the basis of the given noise filtering results, we propose an optimization method based on a state chain to reduce the time delay of the basic state events. As indicated in Table 1 , these basic state events are <Ca, Wa>, <Ca, Ca>, <Wa, Wa>, and <Wa, Ca>. However, switching to the corresponding positioning algorithm will occur when a user is in <Ca, Wa> or <Wa, Ca>. A few states in <Ca, Ca> or <Wa, Wa> may be stationary or other states, which do not change a user's localization. In addition, state i start and state i end are the same; hence, we do not change the positioning algorithm. We should recognize the current state precisely and reduce the time delay of each different state as accurately as possible to ensure switching to the correct localization algorithm. Therefore, we use a state chain to further filter the noisy data and optimize the time delay for recognition.
We present the concept of a state chain under the condition of coarse time granularity. Considering the relationship between the current-state context and the a priori context/posterior context, we establish a weight ω ij , which indicates the consistency between the two state contexts, and a distance influence factor δ ij , which means farther distance between two states, the less influence the former state has on the latter one. For example, in Figure 7 , the distance between B 3 and A 1 is 2, so δ 13 = 1/2. And also, δ 23 = 1. We use these factors to model the state influence factor, I j , of the state chain. Then, we obtain the chain type to fix it and output the final human activity state. Note that each state chain has 50% overlap with another chain. When the states are the same as the current state, the weight is 1; otherwise, it is −1. δ ij is inversely proportional to the distance between the i-th and j-th noise filtering results. The entire state chain contains the following three parts: the a priori context I 1 k , current context I 2 k , and posterior context I 3 k . Each of these contexts is a sum of the products of the weights and influence factors:
where, k represents the number index of the middle state in a chain. For instance, in Figure 7 , k = 3 in that the index of B 3 is 3:
As shown in Figure 7 , there is an inherent relationship that the latter state is influenced by the former state in short time interval, like has influence on . From the first part, the distance between and is 2; thus, the distance influence factor = 1/2. In addition, and are different states; hence, the weight = −1. The other parameters can be obtained in the same manner. Therefore, the final state influence factor is = + + = − + (−2) + − = −5 (here, the subscript number 3 of comes from ). From Figure 7 , we find that the middle state is different from other states; thus, we regard this state as noisy data and fix it by replacing it with . In the state chain method, we classify all possible state chains into three categories: the continuous, switching, and noisy states. Each state has a unique feature. We use these features to determine the category that a state belongs to. Figure 8 shows a few instances of these categories. As shown in Figure 7 , we consider the time series A → A → B → A → A as an example. This series can be separated into the following three parts:
, and I 3 3 ( B → A → A ). Readers may think that the current state B 3 in the current context is not the actual state and that A 5 is the actual state at the current time. Here, we consider that if the time interval is considerably small (approximately 2-4 s), then these two states are the same, namely, B 3 = A 5 . For this equation, there is an inherent relationship that the latter state is influenced by the former state in short time interval, like B 3 has influence on A 5 . From the first part, the distance between A 1 and B 3 is 2; thus, the distance influence factor δ 13 = 1/2. In addition, A 1 and B 3 are different states; hence, the weight ω 13 = −1. The other parameters can be obtained in the same manner. Therefore, the final state influence factor is I 3 = I 1 3 + I 2 3 + I 3 3 = − 3 2 + (−2) + − 3 2 = −5 (here, the subscript number 3 of I comes from B 3 ). From Figure 7 , we find that the middle state B 3 is different from other states; thus, we regard this state as noisy data and fix it by replacing it with A.
In the state chain method, we classify all possible state chains into three categories: the continuous, switching, and noisy states. Each state has a unique feature. We use these features to determine the category that a state belongs to. Figure 8 shows a few instances of these categories. As seen in Figure 8a , there is only one case in the continuous state, and the value of the final influence factor in this case is + 2 + = 5. Figure 8c,d show the switching states, and the final influence factor is 0. There are several cases for the noisy state. Figure 8b shows one of them, and the final influence factor is −5. Therefore, we can confirm which category the state chain belongs to, fix the noise on the basis of the behavior context by replacing the state A, and recognize the switching node. Figure 9 shows the flowchart of the state chain method. As seen in Figure 8a , there is only one case in the continuous state, and the value of the final influence factor in this case is Figure 8c,d show the switching states, and the final influence factor is 0. There are several cases for the noisy state. Figure 8b shows one of them, and the final influence factor is −5. Therefore, we can confirm which category the state chain belongs to, fix the noise on the basis of the behavior context by replacing the state A, and recognize the switching node. Figure 9 shows the flowchart of the state chain method. As seen in Figure 8a , there is only one case in the continuous state, and the value of the final influence factor in this case is + 2 + = 5. Figure 8c,d show the switching states, and the final influence factor is 0. There are several cases for the noisy state. Figure 8b shows one of them, and the final influence factor is −5. Therefore, we can confirm which category the state chain belongs to, fix the noise on the basis of the behavior context by replacing the state A, and recognize the switching node. Figure 9 shows the flowchart of the state chain method.
Noise filtering result
Put into buffer pool After obtaining the final states, we can build end-to-end basic state events such as < , > , < , >, < , > , and < , >. If the current states belong to < , > or < , >, the positioning algorithm is not changed. If they belong to < , > or < , >, switching to the corresponding algorithm occurs.
Experiments and Discussion
We performed a few experiments using the proposed method. We selected a parking lot at WuHan University as the experimental site. Bluetooth devices were deployed and combined with the sensors embedded in mobile phones to realize the switching positioning algorithm. Figure 10 shows the experimental site, and the points show the Bluetooth devices. After obtaining the final states, we can build end-to-end basic state events such as Ca, Wa , Ca, Ca , Wa, Wa , and Wa, Ca . If the current states belong to Ca, Ca or Wa, Wa , the positioning algorithm is not changed. If they belong to Wa, Ca or Ca, Wa , switching to the corresponding algorithm occurs.
We performed a few experiments using the proposed method. We selected a parking lot at Wuhan University as the experimental site. Bluetooth devices were deployed and combined with the sensors embedded in mobile phones to realize the switching positioning algorithm. Figure 10 shows the experimental site, and the points show the Bluetooth devices. We describe the related work on data collection before presenting our experiments. We used two assessment factors to evaluate the proposed method: the rate of correct judgement and the time delay. We aim to recognize each state as accurately as possible so that the entire behavior movement can be more precise. Thus, we use the rate of correct judgement as the factor that represents the accuracy. In addition, we aim to switch to the appropriate positioning algorithm as accurately as possible; hence, we cannot neglect the importance of the time delay. The sensitivity of the method increases as the time delay decreases. Therefore, we tested numerous behavior states. The We describe the related work on data collection before presenting our experiments. We used two assessment factors to evaluate the proposed method: the rate of correct judgement and the time delay. We aim to recognize each state as accurately as possible so that the entire behavior movement can be more precise. Thus, we use the rate of correct judgement as the factor that represents the accuracy. In addition, we aim to switch to the appropriate positioning algorithm as accurately as possible; hence, we cannot neglect the importance of the time delay. The sensitivity of the method increases as the time delay decreases. Therefore, we tested numerous behavior states. The experiments consisted of the following two parts: a single-behavior-state experiment to evaluate the accuracy of recognition using the rate of correct judgement and a multistate-event experiment with continuous multiple states to assess the influence of the time delay. We can assess the proposed method by acquiring the actual states. On the basis of the experimental results, we analyze the related consequences and discuss the proposed method.
Data Collection
Before recognizing the current motion mode of users, we must collect raw data for various movement states using inertial sensors (e.g., accelerometers and gyroscopes) as the input of deep learning neural networks for training and evaluation. Three-axis (X, Y, Z) data are acquired from the inertial accelerometers and gyroscopes in mobile phones, both of which provide excellent performance in extracting behavior features. The linear accelerated velocity of users can be collected from accelerometers and can be transformed into output signals. Gyroscopes measure the angular velocity related to the deflection and slope. Each movement state has its characteristics in these data. Therefore, we can use these data to analyze the movements of users. On this basis, we analyze the unique features by processing the raw data among the four categories. For the stationary state, the change in the accelerometer values remains smooth. When a user is walking, the acceleration data fluctuate regularly with a certain period. For other states, these data change without any regularity. In addition, when sitting in a car, captured data have different characteristics according to the movement states such as speeding up, slowing down, or braking; however, there is a clear distinction compared to the stationary state in terms of the velocity.
Theoretically, naturalistic environments are desired for our experiments; however, it is not practicable to apply these environments [3] . Thus, we select a specific parking lot to carry out controlled experiments [3] . We consider various situations such as mobile phone locations for different behaviors, which result in differences between the same movements, to collect as many different types of data as possible to include diverse behavior states for training. Table 2 summarizes the various types of data captured, each class declares what kind of data we should collect in order to cover various situations as much as possible.
In the data collection campaign, 10 users carried phones (HUAWEI mate9, XIAOMI NOTE, MEIZU) with them. Each type of data set is at least 40 min, and the interval time is at least 20 s. We developed a simple application for collecting data; it obtains the accelerated velocity from the inertial sensors. The interface is shown in Figure 11 .
We preprocess the raw collected data to remove noise using a third-order median filter, a low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz, and a high-pass filter [29] . The collected data are used as the input for CNN training. In addition, we must collect the velocity of a target movement on the basis of Bluetooth positioning. This is because the use of only the results from the CNN cannot ensure highly precise state recognition with 100% certainty. The noise states will appear in the correct behavior state. In addition, when sitting in a car that is moving at a constant speed, it is difficult to distinguish between the in-car and stationary states using only the CNN recognition result. Thus, we cannot fully depend on the CNN result and should utilize these states' unique features that are different from the others to obtain the correct results. Therefore, we use the difference between the velocities of each state for our proposed method. On this basis, we collected the velocity of a target movement on the basis of Bluetooth positioning to make the localization as accurate as possible.
Given the precise position coordinates, (x t , y t ) and (x t+interval , y t+interval ), we can calculate a target's velocity as:
where (x t , y t ) are the coordinates at time t, and interval is the time interval. The velocity is the average speed within a specified time period. Thus, we can utilize the given initial state recognition results and speed data to solve problems. In the data collection campaign, 10 users carried phones (HUAWEI mate9, XIAOMI NOTE, MEIZU) with them. Each type of data set is at least 40 min, and the interval time is at least 20 s. We developed a simple application for collecting data; it obtains the accelerated velocity from the inertial sensors. The interface is shown in Figure 11 . We preprocess the raw collected data to remove noise using a third-order median filter, a lowpass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz, and a high-pass filter [29] . The collected data are used as the input for CNN training. In addition, we must collect the velocity of a target movement on the basis of Bluetooth positioning. This is because the use of only the results from the CNN cannot ensure highly precise state recognition with 100% certainty. The noise states will appear in the correct behavior state. In addition, when sitting in a car that is moving at a constant speed, it is difficult to distinguish between the in-car and stationary states using only the CNN recognition result. Thus, we cannot fully depend on the CNN result and should utilize these states' unique features that are different from the others to obtain the correct results. Therefore, we use the difference between the velocities of each state for our proposed method. On this basis, we collected the velocity of a target movement on the basis of Bluetooth positioning to make the localization as accurate as possible. Given the precise position coordinates, ( , ) and ( , ), we can calculate a target's velocity as: Figure 11 . Data collection application.
Assessment Factors
As stated earlier, we use two factors for the experimental assessment. The first is the rate of correct judgment R cor , which indicates the recognition accuracy of the states, and the second is the time delay, which are respectively expressed as:
In a certain time sequence, the behavior state results are output every few seconds. There are error states among these results, and we use the rate of correct judgment to assess the accuracy of each state in BS. N total is the total number of results output in a time sequence. N hit is the number of correct results. When N total remains unchanged, R cor increases with N hit . T delay is used to measure the time delay by comparing the actual behavior context and the experimental results. T exper is the time required to change between different states during experiments. t real is the time in the actual situation. If t exper → t real , then t delay → 0 .
Single-Behavior-State Experiment
For a single human movement state, we mainly use the single-behavior-state experiment to assess the recognition effect adopting the rate of correct judgment. Tables 3-6 list comparisons of group tests using the CNN and proposed methods. For each tabulated index, the respective graphs of the results are shown in Figures 12-15 . Figures 12-15 show that the upper, middle and bottom bands are a real situation named ground accuracy, the result of using CNN method, only named CNN accuracy, and the result of using the improved method is called MTS accuracy, respectively. For the other states, it is easy to generate noisy data in the walking state. The results are improved by approximately 21% on average in Figure  12 . For each group of experiments and for the same value of , compared with the CNN accuracy, the result of MTS accuracy was considerably improved from approximately 10.34% to at least 31.11%. For the static state, owing to its apparent and unique features that are different from those of other states, the effect of only using the CNN method is acceptable. When we employed the proposed adaptive method, the obtained result is better by approximately 5.5% on average, but the consequence of walking is increased by approximately 45.47% on average. In addition, the accuracy of the in-car state also increases by approximately 26.23%. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the results obtained using the CNN and proposed method. As shown, all single states can be recognized more accurately when using the proposed method. In particular, the walking and in-car state recognition is improved considerably. We collected BS for the stationary, others, walking, and in-car states separately. Each certain state can output the current result every few seconds. When the generated states are almost the same as those obtained for the real result, N hit → N total , and R cor is closer to 1; this is the best result obtained theoretically. Figures 12-15 show that the upper, middle and bottom bands are a real situation named ground accuracy, the result of using CNN method, only named CNN accuracy, and the result of using the improved method is called MTS accuracy, respectively. For the other states, it is easy to generate noisy data in the walking state. The results are improved by approximately 21% on average in Figure 12 . For each group of experiments and for the same value of N total , compared with the CNN accuracy, the result of MTS accuracy was considerably improved from approximately 10.34% to at least 31.11%. For the static state, owing to its apparent and unique features that are different from those of other states, the effect of only using the CNN method is acceptable. When we employed the proposed adaptive method, the obtained result is better by approximately 5.5% on average, but the consequence of walking is increased by approximately 45.47% on average. In addition, the accuracy of the in-car state also increases by approximately 26.23%. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the results obtained using the CNN and proposed method. As shown, all single states can be recognized more accurately when using the proposed method. In particular, the walking and in-car state recognition is improved considerably. 
Multistate-Event Experiment
In this study, we also performed a multistate-event experiment to evaluate the time delay when switching to the correct positioning algorithm. Tables 8-12 list comparisons of the group tests conducted using the CNN and proposed methods. The respective results for the tabulated indices are displayed in the graphs in Figures 17-21 .
On the basis of the single-behavior-state experiment, we thoroughly analyzed the multistate events in the multi-event experiment. For a series of complex behavior states, we should detect a change in a state and determine whether it is necessary to switch to the corresponding positioning algorithm. Note that the time interval of the change in the state events should be as short as possible, considering that the recognition accuracy of each state is reliable. In other words, in this situation, we adopt as the estimate of a state and use to measure the sensitivity of switching between different localization algorithms. Therefore, we gathered many state events, as summarized in Table  7 (units: s). Table 7 . Multistate-event experiment. 
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Multistate-Event Experiment
On the basis of the single-behavior-state experiment, we thoroughly analyzed the multistate events in the multi-event experiment. For a series of complex behavior states, we should detect a change in a state and determine whether it is necessary to switch to the corresponding positioning algorithm. Note that the time interval of the change in the state events should be as short as possible, considering that the recognition accuracy of each state is reliable. In other words, in this situation, we adopt R cor as the estimate of a state and use t delay to measure the sensitivity of switching between different localization algorithms. Therefore, we gathered many state events, as summarized in Table 7 (units: s). Figure 17 . Graphs of < : > . Figure 18 . Graphs of < : > . Figure 19 . Graphs of < , > . Figure 17 . Graphs of < : > . Figure 18 . Graphs of < : > . Figure 19 . Graphs of < , > . Figure 18 . Graphs of < : > . Figure 19 . Graphs of < , > . Figure 20 . Graphs of < , > . We collected a series of states, as shown in Tables 8-12 . The upper, middle, and bottom ribbons in Figures 17-21 represent a real situation, the result of using the CNN method only, and the result of using the improved method, respectively. From these, we need to recognize when the trilateral Bluetooth positioning method for the in-car state will be changed and when the PDR positioning algorithm for walking will be switched. These states are aimed at users in locomotion. If there is no movement indoors, the positioning method does not need to be changed. For example, if the state changes from St to Ot, the user position will not be changed. Thus, the time delay for recognition between St and Ot is inconsequential. Although the delay time for recognition between Wa and Ca is significant, we do not need to consider it because in an actual situation, when people are in a car (walking), they cannot change their state to walking (in-car) instantly. That is, after staying in the car, they must be in some other states including the stationary and other states. Thus, we only considered the time delay of some states such as ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) , ( , ), and ( , ) but not ( , ) and ( , ). As indicated in and not ( , ) . These states play an important role in determining the accuracy of switching between different algorithms. As indicated in Tables 3-6 , the recognition result obtained using only the CNN method is inferior to that obtained using the proposed method. The time delay can be increased by 0.5-8.5 s. For switching between and , the time delays were reduced by 1.5, 2.5, 1, 1.5, and 1.5 s, in order of the five state events, corresponding to decreases of 75%, 62.5%, 40%, 50%, and 100%, respectively. For and , compared with the CNN method, the time delay was reduced by approximately 40.2175% on average, whereas it can be reduced by approximately 66.67% on average for switching between and . The graphs show that a considerable amount of noisy data was removed and fixed, and the time delay was apparently shortened. Similarly, Figure 22 shows a comparison of the CNN and MTS accuracies with regards to the time delay. For ( , ) ,( , ) , and ( , ) , the results are improved considerably by approximately 1.5 s and by at least 7 s at maximum compared to the CNN method. As there is an obvious distinction between the stationary and in-car (walking) states, we can easily differentiate Figure 20 . Graphs of < , > . We collected a series of states, as shown in Tables 8-12 . The upper, middle, and bottom ribbons in Figures 17-21 represent a real situation, the result of using the CNN method only, and the result of using the improved method, respectively. From these, we need to recognize when the trilateral Bluetooth positioning method for the in-car state will be changed and when the PDR positioning algorithm for walking will be switched. These states are aimed at users in locomotion. If there is no movement indoors, the positioning method does not need to be changed. For example, if the state changes from St to Ot, the user position will not be changed. Thus, the time delay for recognition between St and Ot is inconsequential. Although the delay time for recognition between Wa and Ca is significant, we do not need to consider it because in an actual situation, when people are in a car (walking), they cannot change their state to walking (in-car) instantly. That is, after staying in the car, they must be in some other states including the stationary and other states. Thus, we only considered the time delay of some states such as ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) , ( , ), and ( , ) but not ( , ) and ( , ). As indicated in and not ( , ) . These states play an important role in determining the accuracy of switching between different algorithms. As indicated in Tables 3-6 , the recognition result obtained using only the CNN method is inferior to that obtained using the proposed method. The time delay can be increased by 0.5-8.5 s. For switching between and , the time delays were reduced by 1.5, 2.5, 1, 1.5, and 1.5 s, in order of the five state events, corresponding to decreases of 75%, 62.5%, 40%, 50%, and 100%, respectively. For and , compared with the CNN method, the time delay was reduced by approximately 40.2175% on average, whereas it can be reduced by approximately 66.67% on average for switching between and . The graphs show that a considerable amount of noisy data was removed and fixed, and the time delay was apparently shortened. Similarly, Figure 22 shows a comparison of the CNN and MTS accuracies with regards to the time delay. For ( , ) ,( , ) , and ( , ) , the results are improved considerably by approximately 1.5 s and by at least 7 s at maximum compared to the CNN method. As there is an obvious distinction between the stationary and in-car (walking) states, we can easily differentiate We collected a series of states, as shown in Tables 8-12 . The upper, middle, and bottom ribbons in Figures 17-21 represent a real situation, the result of using the CNN method only, and the result of using the improved method, respectively. From these, we need to recognize when the trilateral Bluetooth positioning method for the in-car state will be changed and when the PDR positioning algorithm for walking will be switched. These states are aimed at users in locomotion. If there is no movement indoors, the positioning method does not need to be changed. For example, if the state changes from St to Ot, the user position will not be changed. Thus, the time delay for recognition between St and Ot is inconsequential. Although the delay time for recognition between Wa and Ca is significant, we do not need to consider it because in an actual situation, when people are in a car (walking), they cannot change their state to walking (in-car) instantly. That is, after staying in the car, they must be in some other states including the stationary and other states. Thus, we only considered the time delay of some states such as (Ca, St), (Ot, Wa), (Ca, Ot), (Ot, Ca), (St, Wa), (St, Ca), (Wa, Ot), and (Wa, St) but not (Ot, St) and (St, Ot). As indicated in Table 7 , we separated Ca-St-Ot-Wa-St-Ca-St-Wa-Ot-St-Ca-St-Wa into five state events: Ca : Wa 1 , Wa : Ca 2 , Ca, Wa 3 , Wa, Ca 4 , and Ca, Wa 5 , each of which is composed of some basic state events. For instance, Ca : Wa 1 can be expressed as (Ca, St) 1 ∪ (St, Ot) 1 ∪ (Ot, Wa) 1 . However, according to the abovementioned statement, we only focused on (Ca, St) 1 ∪ (St, Ot) 1 ∪ (Ot, Wa) 1 and not (St, Ot) 1 . These states play an important role in determining the accuracy of switching between different algorithms. As indicated in Tables 3-6 , the recognition result obtained using only the CNN method is inferior to that obtained using the proposed method.
The time delay can be increased by 0.5-8.5 s. For switching between Ca and St, the time delays were reduced by 1.5, 2.5, 1, 1.5, and 1.5 s, in order of the five state events, corresponding to decreases of 75%, 62.5%, 40%, 50%, and 100%, respectively. For Ot and Wa, compared with the CNN method, the time delay was reduced by approximately 40.2175% on average, whereas it can be reduced by approximately 66.67% on average for switching between Wa and St. The graphs show that a considerable amount of noisy data was removed and fixed, and the time delay was apparently shortened. Similarly, Figure 22 shows a comparison of the CNN and MTS accuracies with regards to the time delay. For (St, Wa) 3 , (St, Wa) 5 , and (St, Ca) 4 , the results are improved considerably by approximately 1.5 s and by at least 7 s at maximum compared to the CNN method. As there is an obvious distinction between the stationary and in-car (walking) states, we can easily differentiate between them on the basis of the velocity of the user's movement and by using step estimation and the step length from the embedded sensors. In addition, the improvement in the time delay for (Ca, St) 1 , (St, Ca) 2 , and (Ca, St) 5 also has better effects. Although the time delay of some events was shortened by a few seconds, for the entire behavior movement, a large amount of the total time delay can be saved, which can improve the robustness of the algorithm. In our experiment, the time delay was reduced by approximately 24 s over the entire movement with multiple states, even though for each basic state event, the time delay time was optimized by approximately 0.5-8.5 s. between them on the basis of the velocity of the user's movement and by using step estimation and the step length from the embedded sensors. In addition, the improvement in the time delay for ( , ) , ( , ) , and ( , ) also has better effects. Although the time delay of some events was shortened by a few seconds, for the entire behavior movement, a large amount of the total time delay can be saved, which can improve the robustness of the algorithm. In our experiment, the time delay was reduced by approximately 24 s over the entire movement with multiple states, even though for each basic state event, the time delay time was optimized by approximately 0.5-8.5 s. 
Conclusions
This paper presented an adaptive method for a switching indoor positioning algorithm based on multilayer time sequences. The method focused on filtering noisy data and shortening the time delay on different scales. To filter noisy data, we adopted three continuous time plots by using the maximum vote rule to fix the data. In addition, we employed a state chain to reduce the time delay and filter noisy data. These two factors make full use of the features of each state to obtain a better result. The in-car and walking states show obvious distinctions in the velocity and step estimation. The velocity of a car is higher than that in the stationary state, whose velocity is close to 0. If a user is in the other state, his/her location will not be changed, and the step estimate cannot be carried out According to the experiments conducted, the proposed method, combining the CNN method and multilayer time sequences, outperformed the CNN method. The accuracies of the states were improved by 21%, 5.5%, 45.47%, and 26.23% which correspond to "other", stationary, walking and in-car states. For the stationary state, which is already recognized well using only the CNN method, the result obtained using the proposed method was improved by 5.5%. In addition, the time delay is reduced by approximately 24 s in the entire movement with multiple different states, even though for each basic state event, the time delay time was optimized by approximately 0.5-8.5 s. Although the proposed method considerably improved the results, we still cannot avoid the existence of noisy data and remove the time delay completely. Thus, more research is required to improve using previous related methods as a basis.
